Tanner Waveform Viewer

Multiple-Window Interface for Easy Viewing of Waveforms

The Tanner Waveform Viewer analysis tool (formerly known as W-Edit) is a comprehensive viewer for displaying, comparing and analyzing simulation results. Tanner Waveform Viewer provides an intuitive multiple-window, multiple-chart interface for easy viewing of waveforms and data in highly configurable formats.

- Tanner Waveform Viewer is dynamically linked to Tanner T-Spice simulator and Tanner S-Edit schematic capture with a dynamic update feature that displays simulation results as they are being generated and allows waveform cross-probing directly in the schematic editor for faster design cycles.
- Focus on and optimize your design with Tanner Waveform Viewer’s advanced features such as automatically calculating and displaying FFT results in a variety of formats, including removing DC and different windowing functions.

Analysis Platform

Tanner Waveform Viewer is not just a waveform viewer, but also offers a robust analysis platform featuring built-in measurements that can be applied to selected traces including delay, risetime, falltime, frequency, jitter, pulse width, gain, phase margin, baseline, slew rate, period, cpk, yield, groupdelay, rms and settling time.

FEATURES AND BENEFITS:

- Visualize complex numerical data with ease of use, power and speed through a flexible user interface
- Save current chart setups in a workspaces to reuse with scriptable chart construction and trace calculation, and easy to export presentation-quality graphics
- Display simulation waveforms in real-time while the simulation is running
- Cross-probing from Tanner S-Edit to display waveforms
- Analysis platform featuring built-in measurements that can be applied to selected traces
- Create new traces from arithmetic expressions of other traces using a calculator-style wizard for arguments and syntax
- View multiple simulation results simultaneously
- Automate chart setup or special calculates using TCL scripts
- Handles large data files quickly and efficiently

Tanner Waveform Viewer displaying displays ring VCO output without and with transient noise; the tool’s multiple-window, multiple chart interface allows for easy viewing of waveforms and data.
Arithmetic Traces
Tanner Waveform Viewer supports the ability to create new traces from arithmetic expressions of other traces using a calculator-style wizard for arguments and syntax. Newly created arithmetic traces can be saved in the Tanner Waveform Viewer chartbook.

Multiple Simulations
Tanner Waveform Viewer supports concurrent simulation and curve viewing so the results of multiple simulations can be plotted together for comparison and measurements. You can load and view multiple simulations from different output files in one or more chart windows, and traces can be copied between charts.

Programmable
Tanner Waveform Viewer is fully programmable with TCL so you can write scripts to automate routine tasks, such as results analysis, trace depiction or complex calculations.

Performance
Tanner Waveform Viewer performance and capacity can handle the large data files quickly and efficiently. The Trace navigator can display traces in a flat or hierarchical view, with filters that include wildcards and regular expressions.
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